Khalifa University of Science and Technology’s Campus Visitors Guide

1. Library
2. Multi purpose hall
3. Auditorium
4. Food court
5. Prayer room

Google maps code
24.447427, 54.394882
Male Visitors Dress Code

- Male visitors must wear a shirt and long trousers/jeans. Shorts and sleeveless shirts must be avoided.
- Clothes displaying offensive/objectionable writings/drawings/pictures must be avoided.
- Visible tattoos and piercings must be avoided.

Female Visitors Dress Code

- Female visitors must dress conservatively wearing long-sleeved shirts/blouses with long and loose fitting skirts/slacks, or a long-sleeve loose fitting long dress.
- Shorts, short skirts and sleeveless/low-cut neckline shirts must be avoided.
- Clothing that is tight, transparent, or short and shows too much skin or exposes the waist, back, or legs must be avoided.
- Clothes displaying offensive/objectionable writings/drawings/pictures must be avoided.
- Visible tattoos and piercings must be avoided. This does not include generally acceptable items such as earrings and henna.